various repeated sequences is so high that the sethis rapid decay of things Y-chromosomal is thought quence analysis had to be performed using Y chromoto be quite simple: once the Y chromosome became somal DNA from a single male, since the degree of polysex-determining, its presence was limited to the heteromorphism between males exceeded the degree of gametic sex (in our case, males). Because the Y chromopolymorphism between repeats. some was never found in the absence of an X chromoThus, far from being a genetic wasteland, the amplisome, there was presumably little selection against the conic regions of the Y appear to represent regions of mutational inactivation of those genes on the Y chromomulti-copy testis-specific genes whose sequences are some that were also present on the X chromosome.
. However, the C/T and T/T -bearing Y chromosomes were confined to a young cluster of sequence in the palindromes of both humans and chimpanzees suggests that gene conversion must be frefive closely-related branches. The most parsimonious explanation for these observations is that the Y chromoquent enough to erase new mutations almost as quickly as they occur. Using a mutation rate of 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ9 substitusome from which these five branches arose carried a C/T polymorphism, arising as a result of a C → T transition tions per nucleotide per year, the authors calculate that on average "600 duplicated nucleotides have undergone mutation. Both T/T and C/T chromosomes were observed within the young cluster of the five branches, arm-to-arm gene conversion for every son born in recent human population." It is not clear whether or not these and C/C chromosomes were observed in one of the five branches. To quote the authors, "thus, during recent events are meiotic or mitotic, but it is obvious that these regions of the Y chromosome are not recombinationally human history, gene conversion in C/T chromosomes has used either the C copy or the T copy as a template." inert, as had been previously thought. They may not recombine with a homolog, but intra-chromosomal gene Similar observations were made at two other duplicated sites that displayed sequence variation. Moreover, an conversion is certainly frequent! All of this raises the question of the role that recombinaanalysis of the ampliconic sequences of the chimpanzee and the human lends further support to the idea of gene tion may play in creating or removing sequence variation. During meiosis, the reciprocal recombination (crossingconversion events occurring in these regions. Within each species, comparison of intrachromosomal repeats over) that occurs between homologs to ensure their segregation can also act to increase sequence variation revealed very little sequence variation (usually less than .03%). In contrast, the degree of inter-species variation both by creating new combinations of alleles on the recombinant chromatids and by separating deleterious such deletions may account for as many as one in 10 combinations of mutant alleles. However, both meiotic of all infertile males (Yen, 2001) . A likely component of and mitotic cells are also proficient at gene conversion, that sterility is the loss of the DAZ genes, which are which can act to decrease variation by correcting mutant located in palindromes P1 and P2 and which, as noted alleles to wild-type or vice versa. In fact, intra-or interabove, seem likely to be required at multiple points in chromosomal gene conversion events within tandem or male germ cell development (Reijo et al., 2000) . Thus, inverted repeat arrays has been proposed as a mechathe loss of the testis-specific genes, or perhaps even a nism for maintaining the homogeneity of sequences significant reduction in their copy number, is expected within repeat arrays in other organisms, mostly notably to have immediate effects on male fertility, perhaps endthe rDNA repeats in Drosophila (cf. Dover et al., 1982) .
ing All of this suggests that the obituary for the Y chromoresult from the repair of occasional DSBs within the some noted above may have been written rather premaampliconic cluster in either meiosis or mitosis. Moreturely. At the very least, the MSY ampliconic regions are over, conversion events within the ampliconic region far from being a wasteland or a wrecking yard, but rather might be expected to have immediate effects on the appear to be highly evolved and complex genetic structransmissibility of a given Y chromosome. Conversion tures that contain genes essential for male fertility. events that "corrected" a recently arising loss-of-funcMoreover, the predominance of genes that are unique tion mutation present in one copy of a testis-specific to the Y chromosome, and which encode testis-specific gene back to the wild-type sequence would further enfunctions, within the ampliconic regions provides a powsure the production of normal levels of the protein enerful selective pressure to maintain these regions, even coded by these genes during the next round of spermain the presence of an X chromosomal homolog. Similarly, togenesis. On the other hand, conversion events in the presence of a conversion-based system of gene which the wild-type copy of the gene was replaced by copy "correction" acts to prevent the gradual accumulasequence from the mutant copy (and thus inactivated) tion of deleterious mutants that might be expected in might further reduce the ability of that Y chromosome the absence of meiotic recombination with a homolog. to produce that protein during the next round of spermaFinally, we note that the authors now use the term MSY togenesis, and thus help to ensure the loss of cells to denote a region once referred to as the NRY, for nonbearing that Y chromosome during the next round of recombining region of the Y chromosome. This is clearly spermatogenesis.
an essential name change, since whatever this region Evidence in support of a role of this type of selection is doing, or not doing, it is very clearly recombining! in maintaining the integrity of these ampliconic genes derives from an "Achilles Heel" created by their structure. Palindromes P1and P2 are flanked by a pair of deletions occur at a frequency of about 3 ϫ 10
Ϫ4
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